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ABSTRACT: Occupational asthma (OA) is steadily emerging as the principal cause
of respiratory disease due to the workplace environment. One of the key means to
ascertain diagnosis of OA is specific inhalation challenge (SIC) with occupational
agents. This review: 1) describes the methodology of SIC, with a special emphasis
on procedures aimed at increasing the safety and validity of these tests; and 2)
outlines the roles of SIC in the diagnosis of OA in clinical and medicolegal assess-
ment, epidemiological studies, surveillance programmes and the investigation of
the pathophysiological mechanisms of asthma and OA. We discuss areas of future
development, including the development of apparatus which allows exposure of
subjects to low and stable concentrations of the occupational agent and the assess-
ment of preventive procedures.
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The purpose of specific inhalation challenge (SIC) is
to assess airway responsiveness to "sensitizing" sub-
stances as opposed to nonspecific stimuli such as phar-
macological agents (i.e. histamine, methacholine), cold
air and exercise. The major rationale for performing
SICs is to document organ-specific responsiveness rather
than local nonspecific responsiveness or immunological
sensitization to the agent.

SICs with common sensitizers such as pollens were
introduced as early as 1873 by Charles Blackley [1] and
was often used by various investigators in the 20th cen-
tury [2, 3]. Based on the work of COLLDAHL [4], PEPYS

and co-workers [5–7] described dual reactions in the
case of other immunologically mediated bronchoal-
veolar reactions such as allergic bronchopulmonary
aspergillosis [5], farmers' lung [6] and bird fancier's
lung [7]. In 1970 Pepys suggested the use of specific
inhalation tests in the investigation of occupational asth-
ma as follows (J-L. Malo, Personal communication):

"The next development was in occupational asthma. We
did not know how to test by aerosol inhalation with
agents such as toluene diisocyanate (TDI), etc. or with
potentially irritant or extremely potent allergens such as
the platinum salts.

The answer to this was the patient with severe asth-
ma clearly related to his work. He made the boats for
the Oxford and Cambridge boat race and used a two
part polyurethane/TDI marine varnish. As soon as I
heard this, he was asked to provide these two separate

materials which are mixed together prior to use. The
first day, he painted on a slab of wood with the polyurethane
with no effect, whereas the mixture tested in the same
way the next day elicited asthmatic reactions. This was
the answer to the problem and the origin of simulated
"occupational type" provocation tests, in other words a
piece, and usually a very, very small piece of real life as a
highly analytical, precise and reproducible form of test-
ing. There can be no objections to this if carried out prop-
erly since it is no different from the work exposure".

Originally, SICs were carried out in the corridors of
the Brompton hospital with people walking about. A
well-ventilated cubicle in a room was later made avail-
able. A series of reports was published in Clinical
Allergy beginning in 1972, dealing with dusts, powders,
fumes, gaseous emanations and aerosols [8, 9]. For
these tests, subjects were asked to reproduce their nor-
mal work in a small cubicle under close supervision and
with functional assessment. A summary of the propos-
als for the tests was later published [10] and SIC proved
to be an invaluable tool for identifying a wide variety
of agents causing occupational asthma (OA) [11]. Sum-
mary guidelines for performing SICs with occupa-
tional agents have been proposed within wider scope
documents issued by the American Academy of Allergy
and Clinical Immunology [12] and the European Respiratory
Society [13].

In the original description of the test [10], SIC was
regarded as an empirical approach in which a worker is
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asked to reproduce his working environment. Although
this approach is still the case in some instances, recent
developments in the methodology of these tests prompt
a different description of SIC as an experimental test-
ing, in which the respiratory effect of an agent present
in the workplace is assessed ideally under controlled
conditions, including the generation of low and stable
concentrations of this agent. Indeed, according to the
definition of OA [14], the agent should be able to induce
a bronchial response at low concentrations that are un-
likely to act through a nonspecific irritant mechanism.

Methodology

Exposure to occupational agents

Safety requirements. Since SIC can cause asthmatic
reactions, the safety requirements for these tests should
be stringent. They should be carried out only in spe-
cialized centres by trained personnel under the close
supervision of physicians who have expertise in this
field. A standardized protocol of exposure to the occu-
pational agent and patient monitoring should be strict-
ly followed. Equipment for the emergency treatment of
acute asthmatic reactions should be readily available.
Indeed, the real threat of these tests still lies in the dif-
ficulty in predicting the extent of the immediate reac-
tion with its onset, which can be extremely rapid. This
being said, there are means to control the magnitude of
the immediate reaction. One needs to take into account
the clinical history, baseline airway calibre, level of
nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness, and degree
of immediate skin reactivity to the occupational agent
in the case of a water-soluble product causing respon-
siveness through an immunoglobulin (Ig)E-mediated
mechanism. The late reaction is much easier to manage
as it takes more time to happen and leaves sufficient time
to initiate appropriate treatment. The patient should be
monitored in the laboratory for at least 7–8 h after the
end of exposure to detect late asthmatic reactions (LARs).
SIC can be performed on an out-patient basis provided
that, at the end of the monitoring period, the asthmatic
response, when one has been elicited, has adequately
improved (forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1)
>90% of baseline value), either spontaneously or through
the use of an inhaled bronchodilator. The patient should
receive precise instructions on how relapsing bron-
choconstriction monitored at home with portable instru-
ments assessing peak expiratory flow (PEF) and/or
FEV1 should be managed after leaving the laboratory.
If a treatment with inhaled β2-adrenergic agonist does
not bring the FEV1 to at least 90% of baseline value,
or if its effect lasts for <1 h, the patient should be kept
in hospital for further observation and adequate treat-
ment

SICs should be performed only in subjects with rea-
sonably stable asthma. Baseline FEV1 should be >60–70%
of predicted value and/or >2 L [12, 13]. It is also impor-
tant to ensure that spontaneous fluctuations of FEV1 are
≤10% on a control day. There are contra-indications,
such as recent (<3 months) myocardial infarction or cere-
bral vascular accident, uncontrolled arterial hyperten-
sion or heart disease, and pregnancy. Epilepsy requiring
drug treatment should be regarded as a relative contra-
indication [13].

Medications. Oral and inhaled bronchodilators β2-
adrenergic agents, ipratropium bromide, and slow-release
theophylline, as well as antihistamines, cromoglycate,
and nedocromil should be withheld according to their
duration of action [12, 13]. Ideally, anti-inflammatory
medications should be withdrawn before the challenge.
However, in subjects with moderate to severe asthma,
it may be necessary to continue inhaled or even oral
steroids to prevent spontaneous fluctuations of FEV1.
In such cases, the total daily dose of steroids should be
given in the evening of each day (at least 10 h before
the next test) to maintain asthma stability throughout
SIC. Steroids may affect early asthmatic response (EAR)
and LAR (see section on pharmacomodulation of asth-
matic reactions). However, it has never been demon-
strated that steroids completely abolish asthmatic responses
to high molecular weight (HMW) and low molecular
weight (LMW) agents, although it is likely that the dura-
tion of exposure required to induce an asthmatic reac-
tion is longer under steroid treatment. Similarly, it has
been shown that steroid treatment does not reduce the
diagnostic sensitivity of PEF records at work [15].

Control test. It is essential to perform a control test
before the subjects are challenged with the suspected
occupational agent. The aim of this control test is to
ensure that fluctuations of FEV1 are ≤10%, either spon-
taneously or, preferably, after exposure to a control sub-
stance. This makes it possible to increase the safety of
SIC by limiting the test to subjects with reasonably sta-
ble asthma. Furthermore, the control test is crucial for
a correct interpretation of SIC, as it makes it possible
to verify that the reaction to an agent is not due to a
nonspecific irritant effect, particularly in subjects with
unstable asthma.

The control substance is selected according to the
nature of the occupational agent suspected of causing
OA: lactose powder for SIC with agent in powder form
(i.e. flour, drugs, persulphates, etc.), pine dust for SIC
with wood dusts, vinyl gloves for SIC with latex gloves,
diluent or polyol component of polyurethane products
for SIC with isocyanates, etc.

Delivery procedures. Exposure to occupational agents
can be produced in various ways, depending on the
physical state of the agent suspected of causing OA.
Water-soluble HMW agents can be diluted in saline and
administered through a nebulizer according to proto-
cols recommended for ubiquitous inhalant allergens
[13]. These protocols take into account the degree of
nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness (NSBHR)
and immediate skin reactivity to set the starting dose
as initially proposed by TIFFENEAU [16] and later con-
firmed by COCKPOTT et al. [17]. The major limitation is
that standardized preparations with known allergen con-
tent are not available for occupational agents. Also,
some allergens from HMW agents may not be water-
soluble [18]. Agents in powder form that are not water-
soluble (e.g., wood dusts, antibiotics, persulphate salts,
etc.) can be generated as a dry aerosol, either with an
apparatus which allows aerosolization of steady and
nonirritant concentrations [19–21] or by being tipped



from one tray to another as initially proposed by PEPYS

et al. [10], although it might be awkward, with the lat-
ter methodology, to monitor the concentrations of the
agent in order to prevent the exposure of subjects to irri-
tant concentrations. Exposure to airborne natural rubber
latex can be achieved by handling latex gloves [22].

Isocyanates, a class of agent that frequently causes
OA [23], are either generated using one of the methods
with closed-circuit apparatus (see below) or in cubicles,
as recently reviewed by BANKS et al. [24]: 1) vapours
(gas) of toluene diisocyanate (TDI) are obtained by
passing a flow of air at ambient temperature onto pure
TDI; 2) for hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), the
commercial product used at work (usually paint hard-
eners containing various prepolymers of HDI) is nebu-
lized; and 3) for diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI),
the commercial preparation is heated to about 80°C.
SICs with other agents are currently performed by mim-
icking the workplace exposure as closely as possible.
Several reports indicate that bronchial reactions are af-
fected by the chemical and/or physical properties of the
agent [25–27]. SIC should, therefore, be performed by
using occupational agents in the same chemical and phys-
ical state (i.e., vapour, aerosol, dust, fumes, tempera-
ture) as encountered at work.

SICs are usually carried out in an enclosed space
(usually 5–8 m3) in order to avoid inadvertent exposure
of either sensitized subjects or technicians. Such chal-
lenge rooms should be equipped with: 1) an exhaust
ventilation system, to prevent escape of the tested sub-
stances into the laboratory; 2) fans, to ensure adequate
mixing of the air in the rooms; 3) large windows that
make it possible to have a direct view of the subject
during the challenge; and 4) sources of compressed air
that can be used whenever aerosolization of solutions
is required. The generation and exhaust ventilation proc-
esses should be controlled through regulators located
outside the challenge rooms.

Level of exposure. The concentrations of occupational
agents generated during SIC should be measured ac-
cording to recommended methods and kept below the
threshold limit values (TLV) for short-term exposure.
Isocyanate concentrations, for instance, should be con-
tinuously monitored using tape monitors with direct read-
ings of the results, and kept below the TLV of 20 parts
per billion (ppb) by regulating the generation and ven-
tilation processes. However, for most occupational
agents, the concentrations leading to nonspecific irritant
effects on the airways remain largely uncertain and re-
quire to be more precisely determined.

The concentrations of the agents generated during
SIC in challenge rooms are highly variable and may at
times be higher than the recommended TLV. This may
result in unduly severe asthmatic responses or in non-
specific irritant reactions. Recently developed closed-
circuit exposure devices (fig. 1) make it possible to
generate steady concentrations of occupational agents
in powder form [19–21], of isocyanate vapours [28] or
aerosols, and of other vapours (formaldehyde, glu-
taraldehyde) [29]. These closed-circuit devices provide
better control of the intensity of exposure, and may
therefore lead to a more accurate investigation of dose-

response relationships as well as a more satisfactory
standardization of SIC.

Duration of exposure. It is essential that the duration of
exposure be increased progressively to prevent the oc-
currence of unduly severe asthmatic reactions. FEV1
should be assessed immediately after each exposure. If
FEV1 falls by more than 10%, it should be reassessed
10 min later, before re-exposing the subject to the occu-
pational agent. The protocol should start with shorter
periods of exposure (1 breath, 10s, 30 s) and should be
more progressive when there is any indication that the
subject has a marked NSBHR (provocative concentra-
tion of histamine or methacholine causing FEV1 to fall
20% from baseline (PC20,hist or PC20,meth, respectively)
<0.25 mg·mL-1) or a history of acute severe reactions
at work. For agents causing OA through an IgE-medi-
ated mechanism, complete exposure can be performed
progressively on one day. The duration of exposure to
LMW agents should be increased on separate days,
because this type of agent can induce isolated LARs.

The intensity of exposure may also be gradually
increased, although we recently demonstrated that in-
creasing the concentration of isocyanates is unnecessary,
provided that the subjects are exposed for long enough
[30]. Furthermore, exposure to low concentrations is
likely to prevent the occurrence of nonspecific irritant
reactions. For HMW agents, the initial concentration
can be drawn from the results of skin-prick tests and
baseline NSBHR, as the concentration of allergen capa-
ble of causing an early reaction is directly related to the
degree of immunological sensitization of the subject
and the level of NSBHR [17]. The relationship between
the level of baseline NSBHR and the development of
asthmatic reactions to LMW agents has been less pre-
cisely characterized (see section on pathophysiology
of asthmatic reaction determinants of asthmatic reac-
tions).

It remains uncertain how long a subject should be
exposed before SIC can be considered negative, because
specific bronchial responsiveness to occupational agents
may decline when the subject is removed from expo-
sure [31–36]. However, a recent prospective study indi-
cates that specific bronchial responsiveness almost
never completely disappears, although a longer chal-
lenge exposure to the causal agent may be necessary to
produce an asthmatic reaction after removal from the
workplace of 2 yrs or more [36]. Most subjects with
OA react after exposure for 2 h, but exposure for up to
4 h may be required to induce a bronchial response [28].
As discussed below, post-challenge increase in NSBHR
means that further challenge is required before exclud-
ing OA [37].

Assessment of bronchial response

Airway calibre. Airway calibre can be assessed by using
various indices [38]. Assessment of expiratory volumes
and flows generated during a maximal forced-expira-
tory manoeuvre, including FEV1, PEF, and maximal
midexpiratory flow rates (MMEF) are preceded by a
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deep inspiration that can cause either bronchodilation
or bronchoconstriction [39–41]. FEV1 remains the gold
standard parameter for assessing bronchial response in
clinical practice, because it is generally easily perform-
ed by the subject under a technician's supervision, and
is highly reproducible [38]. PEF is more effort-depen-
dent than FEV1 and reflects predominantly the changes
in proximal airways. Although PEF is less sensitive
than FEV1 in detecting asthmatic reactions [42], it can
be a useful tool for assessing changes in airway cali-
bre, when the subject has left the laboratory. The
MMEF (forced midexpiratory flow (FEF25–75%)) is
sensitive in detecting minimal airflow limitation [43],
but it is less reproducible than FEV1 [44] and can be
difficult to interpret when the vital capacity varies. It
should not be routinely used for assessing induced bron-
chodilation and bronchoconstriction [38].

The effects of deep inspiration can be avoided by
measuring specific airway conductance at tidal breath-
ing in a body plethysmograph or by the use of partial
flow-volume curves. Changes in specific airway con-
ductance seem to occur earlier than changes in FEV1
during induced bronchoconstriction [43]. However,
these indices have a higher spontaneous variability and
are less reproducible than FEV1 [44].

Nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness. A number
of studies have documented that asthmatic reactions
induced by sensitizing agents can be associated with an
increase in NSBHR that may persist for several hours
to several weeks [45–52]. This increase in NSBHR may
help to distinguish asthmatic reactions due to specific hy-
perresponsiveness mechanisms from nonspecific bron-
choconstriction triggered by irritants. Furthermore,

Fig. 1.  –  Closed-circuit apparatus for inhalation challenges with isocyanates. GMD: GMD Systems Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA; MDA: MDA
Scientific, Glenview, IL, USA.



there is evidence that such an increase in NSBHR may
precede the occurrence of an asthmatic reaction to occu-
pational agents in subjects who are challenged after
leaving their workplace [37, 53]. It has recently been
demonstrated that post-challenge changes in NSBHR
represent early and sensitive markers of bronchial res-
ponse to occupational agents (fig. 2) [37]. The level of
NSBHR should be systematically assessed after SIC in
the absence of airway calibre changes. Significant in-
creases in post-challenge NSBHR indicate the need for
additional challenge exposures in the laboratory and/or
in the workplace before excluding a diagnosis of OA.
The optimal timing for assessing post-challenge changes
in NSBHR remains to be determined by further inves-
tigation.

Other parameters. Body temperature and peripheral  blood
leukocytosis should be systematically assessed. Increases
in body temperature (>37.2°C) and leucocyte count
(>2,500 cells·mm-3) associated with a fall in forced vital
capacity (FVC) are more sensitive than changes in dif-
fusing capacity and radiographic infiltrates in detecting
the systemic and "alveolar" responses of extrinsic aller-
gic alveolitis [54, 55]. A retrospective analysis of 317
subjects with OA confirmed by positive SIC in terms
of spirometry showed that fever was recorded in 15 (5%)
subjects and was associated with an increase in blood
neutrophils and a decrease in FVC [56]. Fever occurred
more frequently during LAR or atypical reactions induced
by LMW agents. An increase in peripheral blood eos-
inophil count can be observed after LAR [57].

Post-challenge bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) can be
used to confirm the diagnosis of extrinsic allergic alve-
olitis by demonstrating an early influx of neutrophils
and a subsequent increase in suppressor and cytotoxic
lymphocytes [58]. Furthermore, alveolitis, as assessed
by BAL, may be documented in the absence of changes
in diffusing capacity or radiological evidence of parenchy-
mal involvement [55].

Schedule of monitoring. FEV1 should be measured
every 10–15 min for the first hour, every 30 min for
the second hour, and then hourly for a total of at least
8 h after the end of exposure [13]. PEF is monitored
hourly during the day, as well as during the evening
until bedtime, and at night if the subject is awakened
by symptoms. Body temperature should be assessed
hourly to detect systemic responses.

Interpretation of results. In clinical practice, SICs are
generally considered positive when there is a sustained
fall in FEV1 of more than 20% from prechallenge value
in the absence of significant (>10%) changes after expo-
sure to a control product [13]. Statistical methods com-
paring the changes in FEV1 on a challenge day to those
observed on control days have recently been proposed
to increase the sensitivity in detecting LAR [59]. Such
statistical approaches, however, have major practical lim-
itations, as they require serial measurements of FEV1
on several (at least three) control days in order to obtain
an adequate estimate of the day-to-day variability. Further
information is required to determine whether reproducible
increases in NSBHR should be regarded as reflecting
significant bronchial response to occupational agents
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Fig. 2.  –  The changes in forced expiratory volume in one second
(FEV1) and nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness expressed as
the provocative concentration of histamine causing FEV1 to fall by
20% (PC20,hist) during a specific inhalation challenge in a hairdresser
who had been removed from her workplace for 2 yrs, are presented.
a) On a control day, the subject was exposed to lactose powder.
Baseline PC20,hist was 0.1 mg·mL-1. b) Exposure to persulphate for 2
h on the first test day did not induce significant changes in FEV1,
but baseline PC20,hist fell from 0.1 to 0.02 mg·mL-1. c) Ex-posure to
persulphate for 20 mins on the second test day elicted an immediate
asthmatic reaction. (Reproduced, with permission, from [37]).
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when decrements in FEV1 do not fulfil the recom-
mended criteria.

SIC can induce EAR, LAR or dual asthmatic reac-
tions (DARs). During EAR, maximal fall in FEV1 is
recorded within the 10–20 min following exposure, and
airway calibre returns to normal within 60–120 min.
LAR occurs 3–8 h after exposure. DAR is a combina-
tion of an EAR and an LAR with recovery of bronchial
obstruction (FEV1 ≥90% of baseline value) between the
two components of the response. Besides these classi-
cal patterns, atypical reactions have recently been out-
lined [60]. Prolonged immediate reactions are similar to
EAR, but with a slower recovery of FEV1 over several
hours. Progressive reactions are characterized by a pro-
gressive fall in FEV1 starting at the end of exposure and
worsening for up to several hours. Square-waved reac-
tions are similar to DAR, but without significant re-
covery between the immediate and late components of
the reactions.

Pitfalls

Adverse reactions. SICs carry only minimal risk as long
as safety requirements are stringently respected, dura-
tion/intensity of exposure is increased progressively,
and bronchial response is carefully monitored. More than
1,500 SICs have been performed in a specialized cen-
tre in Montreal, Canada, with only one acute severe
reaction requiring temporary mechanical ventilation and
with complete recovery, at a time when special appa-
ratus allowing a more suitable control of concentration
was not available [61].

SICs have been documented as inducing exacerbation
of asthma with recurrent nocturnal symptoms for a few
days [62–64]. This, however, should not be considered
different from recurrent asthma that can result from work-
place exposure. It is our experience that only about 5%
of subjects with positive SIC experience mild and tran-
sient worsening of their asthma for 2–3 days. For those
subjects who demonstrate LAR or DAR, initiating or
increasing inhaled steroids for a few days is indicated.
Cutaneous and anaphylactoid reactions have occasion-
ally been described [65, 66].

SIC can induce the development of sensitization to
occupational agents in technicians who perform the pro-
cedure. Closed-circuit delivery systems [19–21, 28] make
it possible to substantially reduce the health hazards for
staff members.

Ethical issues. SICs are often discussed on ethical grounds,
clearly an important consideration when performing these
tests for research purposes. However, regarding SIC in
clinical practice, PEPYS and HUTCHCROFT [10] gave the
following outline: "One of the primary obligations of
the clinician in asthma, as in any other disease, is to
make a precise aetiological diagnosis. This is particu-
larly relevant to allergic disorders, in which avoidance
of the causative agent may terminate or reduce the dis-
order... Failure to do the tests (SIC) could be regarded
as an act of omission". The possibility of inducing sen-
sitization in workers by SIC is sometimes raised as an
ethical question, but it can be argued that the usual
workplace exposure is much more prolonged than that
found in an SIC context.

False-negative results. SIC may lead to false-negative
results when: 1) the subject has not been tested with the
agent that actually caused OA; or 2) the subject has
been absent from work for a long period of time, lead-
ing to a decreased specific bronchial responsiveness to
the causal agent. These problems can be overcome by
taking a careful occupational history, by exposing the
subject for prolonged periods, and by assessing post-
challenge changes in NSBHR [37]. Falsely-negative
SIC due to complete loss of bronchial responsiveness
to an occupational agent is a rare occurrence [36]. When
SIC is negative, provision should be made to return the
subject to the workplace while monitoring PEF. If PEF
is difficult to interpret or suggests OA, provisions should
be obtained to monitor the functional parameters dur-
ing one or two workshifts, by sending a technician to
the workplace.

False-positive results. False-positive reactions, i.e.,
nonspecific bronchoconstriction due to an irritant effect,
can occur in subjects with marked NSBHR or unstable
asthma. Such irritant reactions (which do not fall with-
in the definition of OA) cannot easily be distinguished
from immediate hypersensitivity reactions. These reac-
tions could be prevented by exposing the subjects to
concentrations below the TLV. The presence of a sta-
ble functional state can be verified by monitoring FEV1
during a control test. The occurrence of irritant reac-
tions can be detected by exposing the subjects to a con-
trol product. An increase in NSBHR after an asthmatic
reaction provides further evidence that airway obstruc-
tion results from specific hyperresponsiveness. If re-
quired, the specificity of the reaction can be verified by
testing control asthmatic subjects in the same conditions
after obtaining their informed consent.

Roles of SIC

Clinical purposes

Diagnosis of OA. OA is becoming the principal cause
of work-related respiratory ailment in industrialized coun-
tries, accounting for 26–50% of new cases of occupa-
tional lung disease [67–70]. Estimates of the annual
incidence of OA range 20–140 per million workers [70].
The importance of reliability when diagnosing OA becomes
evident when one considers the impact, both medical
and socioeconomic, of such a diagnosis. Follow-up stud-
ies have shown that subjects with OA should be com-
pletely and definitively removed from exposure to the
causal agent to avoid further deterioration of asthma
[71, 72]. Advising a subject to leave work and retrain
for another job has a considerable financial and social
impact [73–76]. Therefore, the consequences of either
diagnosing OA when it is not present, or of missing the
diagnosis when it is present, are substantial. Furthermore,
reliable diagnosis and precise identification of the
causal agent are required to implement appropriate pre-
ventive strategies [77].

Diagnosing OA cannot be based solely on documenting
the presence of asthma and workplace exposure to
agents known to cause asthma, because both are com-
mon occurrences in the general population. A number
of diagnostic procedures can be used to assess OA [78].



These tests should be combined in a stepwise approach
(fig. 3). The clinical history is sensitive but lacks speci-
ficity in diagnosing OA [79]. This is because exposure
to irritants in the workplace is likely to trigger symp-
toms in subjects with asthma, simulating true OA. However,
this conclusion was reached in a study conducted in sub-
jects who consulted for this condition, in a country
where OA is well compensated, thus making it less like-
ly that patients would have masked their symptoms.
NSBHR may be absent in a substantial proportion of
subjects with OA (e.g., 17–45% in isocyanate-induced
OA) [80, 81], particularly when they are evaluated after
removal from exposure. However, the absence of NSBHR,
when assessed shortly (within hours) after a workshift,
virtually excludes a diagnosis of OA. Immunological tests
can be useful to demonstrate sensitization to occupa-
tional agents. However, the major problem is that ex-
tracts of occupational agents are not standardized for in
vivo and in vitro testing and can only be used for HMW
agents causing OA through an IgE-dependent mecha-
nism. Furthermore, positive immunological tests do not
necessarily imply that the target organ (i.e., the bronchi)
is involved, since specific IgE antibodies can be present
in a substantial proportion of exposed workers without
OA. On average, immunological tests for HMW agents
may be regarded as having a sensitivity of about 95%
and a specificity of about 85% [82–87]. Among sub-
jects investigated for OA due to an HMW agent, the

post-test probability of having OA is 90% when the sub-
ject has a history suggestive of OA, NSBHR, and pos-
itive immunological tests. Thus, even when immunolog-
ical tests are available (and reasonably reliable), we are
left with a 10% rate of false-positive diagnoses. Specific
IgE antibodies directed against LMW agents can be
detected, but usually within a much smaller percentage
of workers with OA [8, 23, 88–91]. At this stage,
immunological tests should not be used to confirm or
exclude a diagnosis of OA due to LMW agents.

The causal relationship between exposure to an occu-
pational agent and asthma can be established on an indi-
vidual basis using either PEF monitoring at work, SIC
in the laboratory or surveillance of spirometry under the
supervision of a technician during a day at work. The
advantages and practical limitations of PEF recording
have recently been reviewed [92]. Prospective studies
have found that PEF monitoring has a sensitivity of
81–89% and a specificity of 74–89% in diagnosing OA
as compared with SIC [15, 93]. Combining PEF mon-
itoring with assessment of work-related changes in
NSBHR has been proposed; this increases sensitivity
only slightly [84–92%], but decreases specificity [61–
67%], as compared with PEF alone [15, 93].

SIC in the laboratory remains the most reliable and
straightforward means to establish the diagnosis of OA.
SICs are indicated in every instance where the subject
has left or lost his/her job by the time of assessment,

and cannot return to work even
on a trial basis. SIC should
also be regarded as the first
line-procedure when: 1) a di-
agnosis of OA has to be con-
firmed or excluded without
delay; 2) exposure to the work-
place has been reported to
induce severe asthmatic reac-
tions; 3) the causal agent has
to be precisely identified in
order to implement appro-
priate preventive strategies;
or 4) the suspected agent has
never been reported as caus-
ing OA. Finally, SIC should
be preferred to PEF moni-
toring in confirming or exclud-
ing OA whenever hospital
facilities and the expertise to
perform such tests are avail-
able.

PEF monitoring can be used
as a first-screening test in
establishing the work-relat-
edness of airflow limitation.
These tests are of special in-
terest when: 1) the facilities
and expertise for SIC are not
available; 2) an agent known
to cause OA has not been iden-
tified in the subject's work-
place; or 3) the subject is
exposed to multiple agents
that are known as potential
asthma inducers.
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Fig. 3.  –  The stepwise approach to diagnosing occupational asthma. NSBHR: nonspecific bronchial hyper-
responsiveness; PEF: peak expiratory flow rate; SIC: specific inhalation challenge. *: assessed at the end
of a workshift and a minimal period of 2 weeks at work.
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Workplace monitoring of spirometry under the super-
vision of a technician should be considered when: 1)
SIC cannot be performed reliably in the laboratory because
the agent causing asthma has not been identified or the
process that induces asthma at work cannot be repro-
duced adequately in the hospital setting; or 2) SIC in the
laboratory is negative while monitoring of PEF demon-
strates reproducible changes related to workplace expo-
sure. In these instances, FEV1 is recorded in the workplace
using a portable spirometer under the close supervision
of a technician or physician. A control test day should
be performed in the laboratory using the same appara-
tus in order to ensure that changes in FEV1 are actually
related to the workplace. Workplace inhalation challenges
have practical limitations, as it may be difficult to obtain
the employer's authorization and to perform the tests
under the working conditions that prevailed when the
subject experienced asthma. In addition, functional mon-
itoring in the workplace is time-consuming and expen-
sive, as a technician is required for a single test.

Case ascertainment in epidemiological surveys. Epi-
demiological studies are primarily concerned with
quantifying the occurrence of disease, determining expo-
sure-response relationships, and identifying associated
risk factors [94]. The definition of OA in epidemiolog-
ical studies varies according to the circumstances and
objectives of the study, since a simple and specific test
for the identification of OA does not exist. Estimates of
prevalence among workers in high-risk occupations are
largely affected by the criteria used for defining OA.
The wide range of prevalence figures obtained using
different diagnostic criteria are presented in tables 1 and
2, which summarize the results of surveys conducted
among workers exposed to LMW [95–102] and HMW
agents [32, 83, 103–107].

Standardized questionnaires are sensitive but not spe-
cific in identifying workers with OA [108]. This can be
explained by the fact that a high proportion of workers
exposed to dusty workplaces experience nonspecific
respiratory symptoms at work. The specificity of ques-
tionnaires can be higher in less dusty environments [106].
Immunological testing can be used to provide evidence
of sensitization to occupational agents acting through
an IgE-mediated mechanism. Skin-prick tests are easy
to perform in field studies, inexpensive, well accepted,
and safe. Blood samples can be obtained for determi-
nation of specific IgE antibodies, although this tech-
nique seems to be less specific than skin tests in identifying
OA [32, 83, 103, 104]. Measurement of NSBHR has
been used safely in epidemiological studies. Abbreviated
methods that take no longer than 30 min and can be
performed in field studies have been described [109–111].
However, assessment of NSBHR is not specific enough
to identify OA, and should be used in combination with
other tests. Comparison of NSBHR before and after a
period of exposure at work may be useful when expo-
sure to the agent suspected of causing OA is intermit-
tent [32, 83, 101].

Only a few surveys of OA have used a case ascer-
tainment procedure based on the objective assessment
of the relationship between asthma and exposure to
occupational agents (tables 1 and 2). Assessment of cross-
shift change in FEV1 is a valuable method for detect-

ing respiratory effects of workplace exposure on a work-
force as compared with a nonexposed population, but it
is not reliable for the identification of individual work-
ers with OA [112]. Monitoring of PEF at work has been
used to assess the work-relatedness of airway obstruc-
tion in epidemiological studies of OA [32, 97, 99, 101,
102]. Although the reproducibility of the interpretation
of PEF records is good [113], the procedure has prac-
tical pitfalls that limit its use as a screening procedure
in large populations of workers: the compliance in record-
ing PEF is usually below 60% [32, 83, 99]; the inter-
pretation of approximately 25% of complete records
remains uncertain [83, 99]; it may be difficult to obtain
records for long enough periods away from work to
exclude OA; and there is evidence that PEF monitoring
can be negative in a substantial number of subjects with
OA demonstrated by a positive SIC [83, 99, 101]. Although
SICs are not suitable for field studies on large popula-
tions, they should be used as a final step to confirm the
diagnosis in subjects suspected of having OA based on
screening procedures.

Although diagnostic tests should be selected depend-
ing on available resources and the degree of certainty
with which the investigator wants to establish OA, increas-
ing the reliability of OA identification will undoubted-
ly increase the accuracy of the information drawn from
the study. To achieve these ends, case ascertainment
should follow a stepwise procedure (fig. 4). An initial
survey of all exposed workers should be conducted to
identify the presence of features suggestive of OA. A
second survey should be conducted on all potential
cases, and ideally on a sample of the underlying popu-
lation, to ascertain the presence of OA. The initial field
screening should include tests that are easily performed,
well accepted, and highly sensitive. All exposed work-
ers should be given a standardized questionnaire, as well
as immunological testing (skin-prick tests) when the
suspected agent causes OA through an IgE-mediated
mechanism. Assessment of NSBHR can be restricted to
subjects with symptoms suggestive of OA and/or posi-
tive immunological tests. When reliable immunological
tests are not available, assessment of NSBHR can be
included in the initial survey. Further investigations for
definitive confirmation of OA should be carried out in
subjects who report work-related symptoms suggestive
of OA and NSBHR, as well as in subjects who show
evidence of immunological sensitization. This final step
includes monitoring of PEF or, preferably, SIC or ser-
ial monitoring of spirometry at work under supervision
by a technician [32].

Surveillance programmes. As is the case for clinical and
epidemiological assessment, screening programmes for
OA can use several procedures, including question-
naires, immunological tests, and assessment of NSBHR.
However, definitive confirmation of OA is crucial for
the precise identification of the causal agent and the
implementation of appropriate preventive measures (i.e.,
relocation of affected workers to an unexposed job and
improved control of exposure) [72]. In such a context,
SIC can play an important role in screening and sur-
veillance programmes of exposed workforces. The initial
tests can be sensitive but only poorly specific for OA,
provided that false-positive results will be identified at



the stage of the definitive investigation. SIC should,
therefore, be considered as the final, confirmatory step
in screening and surveillance programmes.

In epidemiological studies, SICs have been found to
induce asthmatic reactions in subjects who show evi-
dence of immunological sensitization to occupational
agents and NSBHR, although they do not report symp-
toms suggestive of OA [104, 106]. These observations
suggest that some subjects may have latent or preclin-
ical occupational asthma, which can be revealed only
after sufficiently high or prolonged exposure to the sen-
sitizing agent or, alternatively, that these subjects are
poor sensors of their symptomatology. Although the
outcome of those subjects with preclinical OA is unknown
and warrants prospective investigation, we believe that
it is relevant to identify such subjects, since persistence
of exposure would result in progressive worsening of
NSBHR, leading to clinically evident asthma and pos-
sibly to permanent disability. SIC could, therefore, be
useful to identify subjects with OA at an early, pre-
clinical stage.

Assessment of preventive procedures. Immunochemical
methods have been used to quantify the reduction of the
level of airborne allergens achieved by preventive pro-
cedures, such as improved housing conditions for lab-
oratory animals [114] and the use of "low-allergen"
latex gloves [115]. However, standardized in vitro

methods for quantitative assessment of HMW allergens
are not available as routine procedures. Furthermore, it
remains uncertain whether the results of in vitro assess-
ments correlate with the in vivo effects of HMW agents,
which are often complex antigenic materials. Therefore,
SIC performed in subjects with OA could represent a
useful in vivo model for investigating the effectiveness
of preventive procedures aimed at reducing the level of
exposure to causal agents, although they have only sel-
dom been used for that purpose. The procedure has been
proposed to evaluate the respiratory effects on exposure
to different formulations of the plant ispaghula which
is contained in bulk laxatives, in nurses and pharma-
ceutical workers who exhibit asthma and/or rhinitis on
exposure to this plant [116]. The bronchial response to
latex gloves with a low protein content has been eval-
uated using SIC in healthcare workers with latex-
induced OA [117]. Low-protein latex gloves significantly
reduced the risk of developing an asthmatic reaction in
subjects with OA due to latex, although highly sensi-
tive subjects may still develop asthma after prolonged
exposure. This study showed that SIC can be a useful
initial guide for implementing preventive procedures on
an individual basis, although the effects of long-term
exposure should be carefully investigated using PEF
monitoring at work as well as serial assessments of
NSBHR. Combining SIC with quantitative assessment
of airborne HMW agents could help to determine the
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Table 1.  –  Prevalence estimates of occupational asthma according to diagnostic criteria in surveys of workers
exposed to low molecular weight agents.

Questionnaire NSBHR SPT Specific IgE Case identification

Agent/occupation n % n % n % n % n % Procedures [Ref.]

MDI/foundry NA/78 NA/78 ND 2/76 3 12/78 15 Q+NSBHR [95]
workers 1/78 1 Q+IgE
MDI/spray 9/51 18 10/10 20 ND ND 9 18 Q+NSBHR [96]
painters (Q or FEV1 <80%) 6/10 12 SIC (Q or NSBHR)
MDI/mold paint 35/243 14 6/7 2 1/71 1 2/243 1 7/66 3 PEF [97]

(PEF) 3 1 Q+PEF
2 1 Q+PEF+NSBHR
0 0 Q+IgE

Phthalic anhydride/ 6/48 13 7/30 15 2/30 7 ND 3 6 Q+NSBHR [98]
resin production 2 4 Q+SPT

2 4 Q+NSBHR+SPT
2/2 4 SIC (Q+NSBHR+SPT)

Persulphates salts/ 4/23 17 7/23 30 1/14 4 ND 4 17 Q+NSBHR [99]
hairdressers 1/12 4 PEF

4/17 17 SIC
Reactive dyes/ 78/309 25 38/78 12 NA 57/309 18 23 7 Q+IgE [100]
dye industry (Q) 13/20 4 SIC (Q+NSBHR)
Spiramycin/ 9/48 19 6/43 12 ND ND 7/42 15 ∆NSBR [101]
pharmaceuticals 0/48 0 PEF

3 6 Q+NSBHR
3 6 Q+∆NSBHR

14 29 Q+NSBHR or ∆NSBHR
3/12 6SIC (Q+NSBHR or ∆NSBHR)

Eastern white 25/42 60 15/41 36 ND ND 12 29 Q+NSBHR [102]
cedar/sawmill 3/12 7 SIC (Q+NSBHR)

NSBHR: nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness; SPT: skin-prick tests; IgE: immunoglobulin E; MDI: diphenylmethane diiso-
cyanate; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in one second; SIC: specific inhalation challenge; PEF: peak expiratory flow rate; ND:
not done; NA: data not available; ∆FEV1: work-related decrease in FEV1; ∆NSBHR:work-related increase in NSBHR; n: num-
ber of positive tests/number of subjects tested. The features used to select the tested subjects are indicated in parenthesis where
appropriate. Prevalence rates have been estimated by using the number of subjects who responded to the questionnaire as the
denominator. The surveys have been selected on the following criteria: number of studied subjects ≥20 and diagnostic tests
including: 1) a questionnaire (Q); 2) immunological testing or assessment of NSBHR; and 3) SIC or PEF monitoring.
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level that elicits reactions in already sensitized subjects;
the results could then be used as a guide to establish
permissible exposure levels at work.

SIC in the laboratory under controlled conditions should
also be regarded as the most appropriate procedure to
evaluate the efficacy of personal protective devices. At
present, only a few investigators have monitored PEF
at the workplace to assess protective devices in subjects
sensitized to laboratory animals [118] and in aluminium
potroom workers [119]. Surprisingly, SICs have not yet
been used for that purpose.

Research purposes

Pathophysiology of asthmatic reactions. SIC has been wide-
ly used to investigate the pathophysiological mechanisms
of asthmatic reactions caused by HMW allergens and
LMW occupational agents.

Determinants of asthmatic reactions. SIC led to the
early recognition of different patterns of asthmatic reac-
tions [2, 10]. Of these, LARs were later found to be

particularly relevant to the pathophysiology of asthma,
being associated with an increase in NSBHR and acute
inflammatory events in the airways. More recently,
atypical patterns of reactions have been recognized [60].
These atypical reactions occur more frequently after
SIC with isocyanates, although their pathophysiological
relevance remains uncertain.

Although it was initially proposed by TIFFENEAU [16],
COCKCROFT et al. [17] were the first to derive a formu-
la aimed at the identification of the concentration of an
HMW common allergen causing an immediate 20% fall
in FEV1 (PC20,allergen); this is determined by the degree
of immunological sensitization of the subject and the
level of NSBHR. Information is scarce regarding the
factors capable of influencing the development of bron-
chial response induced by LMW occupational agents
that do not act through an IgE-dependent mechanism.
BURGE [81] found that the dose of TDI required to
induce an asthmatic reaction in sensitized subjects cor-
related with the level of baseline responsiveness to his-
tamine. Using the closed-circuit apparatus described
above [28], it has been shown that the cumulative dose

Table 2.  –  Prevalence estimates of occupational asthma according to diagnostic criteria in surveys of workers
exposed to high molecular weight agents.

Questionnaire NSBHR SPT Specific IgE Case identification

Agent/occupation n % n % n % n % n % Procedures [Ref.]

Psyllium/ 39/130 30 16/42 12 23/120 18 31/118 24 5/35 4 ∆NSBHR (Q) [83]
pharmaceuticals (Q+asthma) 3/33 2 PEF (Q)

13/108 10 ∆FEV1
21 16 NSBHR+SPT or 

∆NSBHR or ∆FEV1
Guar gum/carpet 37/162 23 11/41 6 8/162 5 11/133 7 4 2 Q+SPT [103]
manufacturers (Q or SPT) 5 3 NSBHR+SPT

3 2 Q+NSBHR+SPT
2/6 1 SIC (SPT)

Psyllium/nurses 20/197 10 20/70 10 6/193 3 20/162 10 75 38 Q or SPT [104]
(Q or SPT) 3 2 Q+SPT

6 3 NSBHR+SPT
4/6 2 SIC (SPT+NSBHR)

Latex/glove 41/68 60 6/12 9 7/64 10 ND 6 9 Q+SPT [105]
manufacturers (SPT or ∆FEV1) 5/50 7 ∆FEV1

5 7 Q+∆FEV1
1 1 Q+∆FEV1+SPT
3 4 NSBHR+SPT

4/6 6 ∆NSBHR (NSBHR)
3 4 SPT+Q++∆NSBHR

Latex/healthcare 5/273 2 12/12 4 13/273 5 ND 5/273 2 Q+SPT [106]
workers (SPT) 7/12 3 SIC (SPT)
Snow carb/seafood 103/303 34 51/114 17 65/298 22 36/119 12 51 17 Q+NSBHR [32]
processors (Q+asthma) 12/32 5 PEF+(Q+)

16/23 5 ∆NSBHR (Q+)
18/27 6 ∆FEV1

7 2 ∆PEF+∆NSBHR+
∆FEV1

13 4 Q+∆PEF or
∆NSBHR or ∆FEV1

33/46 11 SIC
46 15 SIC or ∆PEF or

∆NSBHR or ∆FEV1
Shrimp and clam/ 2/57 4 2/8 4 8/57 14 8/57 14 2 4 Q+SPT [107]
food processors (SPT) 1 2 Q+NSBHR

1 2 Q+SPT+NSBHR
2 4 SPT+NSBHR

2/3 4 SIC (SPT+NSBHR)

For definitions see legend to table 1.



of inhaled isocyanate is the main determinant of the oc-
currence of an asthmatic reaction in a given subject [30].

The factors associated with the development of LAR
to HMW allergens include: the degree of immunologi-
cal sensitization; the level of bronchial responsiveness
to the allergen; the level of NSBHR; and the dose of
allergen inhaled [120–125]. Interestingly, LARs occur
more frequently, are more severe, and are associated
with more prolonged changes in NSBHR after allergen
exposure in the evening, than  after a similar exposure
in the morning [126]. The factors that determine the pat-
tern of bronchial response to LMW agents remain
uncertain. PAGGIARO et al. [127] found that the devel-
opment of DAR induced by isocyanates was associat-
ed with more severe OA, as assessed by the duration of
symptoms, baseline airway obstruction, and level of
NSBHR. Several studies have documented that repeat-
ed exposure to LMW agents can induce changes in the
pattern of reaction from isolated LAR to DAR [128–130].
DURHAM et al. [129] observed that increasing the inten-
sity of exposure to the causal agent (i.e. TDI, maleic
anhydride, and carmine dye) for a given duration of
exposure, resulted in an earlier occurrence of the LAR.
The demonstration of LAR at doses lower than those
that provoke EAR suggests that the development of the
LAR is largely independent of a preceding EAR, but
depends rather on the cumulative dose of the agent and
the level of NSBHR. It has been stated that isolated
LARs are associated primarily with LMW agents, reflect-
ing non-IgE-dependent mechanisms. However, isolated
LARs have also been documented after SIC with HMW
allergens [117, 131, 132], although such reactions seem
to be rare. It is likely that the association between iso-
lated LARs and LMW agents results from a method-
ological bias: during SIC the dose of HMW allergens
is progressively increased until an immediate 20% fall
in FEV1 is obtained, while exposure to LMW agents is
usually increased on separate days.

Nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness. SICs have
demonstrated that LARs induced by HMW allergens
[45, 46] and LMW occupational agents [47, 48] are

associated with an increase in NSBHR that
occurs 6–8 h after exposure, and returns to base-
line level within a period of 24 h to 4 weeks
[47, 48]. This increase in NSBHR may pre-
cede the development of the late component of
DAR, since it has been recorded 1–3 h after
resolution of the immediate response [49–51].
Recently, significant increases in NSBHRs have
been documented within 12 h after isolated
EARs to various occupational agents [52].
There is also evidence that repeated challenges
with low doses of allergens that do not induce
asthmatic reactions can result in enhancement
of NSBHR [133]. We have recently confirmed
that an increase in NSBHR may precede the
occurrence of an asthmatic reaction to occu-
pational agents [37]. These findings are of poten-
tial clinical importance, since they indicate that,
even in the absence of significant changes in
airway calibre, repeated exposures to sensitiz-
ing agents may lead to the perpetuation of the
NSBHR and, presumably, of the airway inflam-

mation, that are associated with worsening of asthma
symptoms.

Airway inflammation. SIC, in conjunction with peri-
pheral blood sampling, BAL and bronchial biopsy
procedures, have greatly improved our knowledge of
the inflammatory events associated with asthmatic reac-
tions induced by HMW allergens [134]. Studies using
these methods have shown that the mechanisms under-
lying EARs and LARs are likely to be different. The
EAR is related to smooth muscle contraction and
mucosal oedema resulting from IgE-mediated release of
mast cell mediators. By contrast, LARs result from mul-
tiple mechanisms that involve not only bronchocon-
striction and mucosal oedema, but also the recruitment and
activation of inflammatory cells with release of mediators,
reactive species of oxygen, and tissue-damaging basic
proteins.

BAL studies have shown that the influx of inflam-
matory cells (neutrophils and eosinophils) associated with
LAR elicited by LMW agents is similar to that found
in allergic asthma, with the exception that isocyanate-
asthma may demonstrate a more prominent neutrophil
component [135–138]. Increased concentrations of
albumin in BAL obtained during LAR induced by iso-
cyanates and plicatic acid suggest the development of
microvascular leakage and oedema formation [135–137].
The release of inflammatory mediators has been docu-
mented in BAL (i.e., histamine, and leukotriene E4 and
B4) and peripheral blood (i.e., neutrophil chemotactic
factor, eosinophil cationic protein, tumor necrosis fac-
tor-α) during asthmatic reactions induced by LMW  agents
[137–143].

Steroids suppress the LAR, as well as the influx of
neutrophils and eosinophils and the exudation of albu-
min. These findings further support the importance of
airway inflammation in LAR induced by LMW agents
[136, 144].

Pharmacomodulation of asthmatic reactions. SIC is a
useful in vivo model to assess the efficacy of anti-asth-
ma drugs in suppressing asthmatic reactions induced by
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HMW common allergens [145–168] and LMW occu-
pational agents (table 3) [144, 169–173]. Results of such
studies have direct implications for the treatment of
asthma and contribute to the enhancement of our under-
standing of the pathophysiological mechanisms in-
volved in asthmatic reactions.

Effect on EAR. Allergen-induced EAR is effectively
prevented by drugs that have a direct bronchodilator
effect and/or inhibit IgE-dependent activation of mast
cells. Inhaled short-acting β2-adrenergic agonists (sal-
butamol, fenoterol) are highly effective in abrogating
the EAR to HMW allergens [145–152], probably through
both a smooth muscle relaxant effect and an inhibition
of mast-cell mediator release. Sodium cromoglycate and
nedocromil have an acute protective effect on EAR in-
duced by HMW agents [146–148, 157–159], while sodi-
um cromoglycate does not affect EAR induced by LMW
agents [169]. A single dose of inhaled steroid adminis-
tered before challenge with HMW agents only mini-
mally affects EAR [148], while prolonged administration
of inhaled and oral steroids causes either some inhibi-
tion of EAR [144, 153, 156, 171] or no effect [169, 170].
As steroids appear to have no effect on IgE-dependent
mediator release from mast cells, the effect of short
courses of inhaled steroids on EAR could be related to
a reduction in the total number of airway mast cells
[174] or to a decrease in the level of baseline NSBHR.
Antihistamines affect EAR only minimally [166–168],
indicating that mediators other than histamine play an
important role in the development of the EAR.

Effect on LAR. It has been reported that inhaled β2-ago-
nists administered before allergen challenge are inef-
fective in preventing an LAR [146, 148, 149] and associated
increase in NSBHR [148], although this may be due to
their short duration of action. More recently, long-act-
ing β2-agonists (i.e., salmeterol) [152] and high doses
of short-acting β2-agonists (salbutamol) [150] have been
documented as inhibiting both EAR and LAR and
reducing the accompanying rise in NSBHR. The sup-
pressive effect of these drugs extended well beyond the
duration of bronchodilatation and functional antagonism
of histamine-induced bronchoconstriction, suggesting

that β2-agonists may have a pharmacological effect on
allergen-induced inflammatory events in addition to
their direct relaxant effect on airway smooth muscle. It
has been stated that LARs are characteristically less
responsive to inhaled β2-agonists than EAR [10]. How-
ever, recent studies have convincingly demonstrated
that inhaled bronchodilators administered during LAR
induce significant improvement in FEV1 [52, 151].
Whether β2-agonists have a shorter bronchodilating ef-
fect during LAR than EAR remains to be investigated.

Pre-test administration of inhaled steroids reduces the
magnitude of LAR induced by HMW agents as well as
the associated increase in NSBHR [148, 153]. Dose-
dependent inhibition of LAR induced by LMW agents
has also been documented after prolonged treatment
with inhaled and oral steroids [144, 169–171]. When
administered after EAR, inhaled steroids are effective
in reducing the LAR [154, 155], but are only slightly
effective in inhibiting the increase in NSBHR [154, 155].
This is consistent with the observation that an in-
crease in NSBHR can develop as soon as 1–3 h after the
early component of DAR.

Pre-challenge administration of a single dose of sodi-
um cromoglycate or nedocromil minimally affects the
LAR and associated increase in the NSBHR [146, 148,
157, 159, 162, 163]. The same drugs, given in high
doses after the EAR, appear to induce a slight reduc-
tion of the LAR [154, 160, 162, 164] and associated
increase in the NSBHR [154, 160].

Conclusion

SIC has been largely used as an in vivo model for
investigating the pathophysiological mechanisms of asth-
matic reactions in humans. Studies in this field have led
to the recognition and characterization of the immedi-
ate and late components of asthmatic reactions and con-
tributed significantly to our increased understanding of
the inflammatory events associated with these reactions.
SIC can also be used fruitfully to assess the effect of
antiasthma drugs.

SICs in the laboratory represent an old empirical ap-
proach to assessing the causal relationship between

Table 3.  –  Effect of medications on asthmatic reactions induced by low molecular weight occupational agents

Medication n Agent Protocol EAR LAR Increase in NSBHR [Ref.]

Beclomethasone dipropionate (inhaled)
1 mg b.i.d. 6 TDI P/C; 7 d + PT No effect Inhibition Inhibition at 8 h [169] 
1 mg b.i.d. 7 TDI P/C; 7 d + PT No effect Inhibition Inhibition at 8 h [170]
0.2 mg b.i.d. 7 TDI P/C; 7 d + PT No effect Reduction No effect at 8 h [170]

Dexamethasone isonicotinate (inhaled)
0.5 mg b.i.d. 6 TDI 7 d + PT Inhibition Inhibition No effect [171]

Prednisolone
3×50 mg 10 TDI 2 d + PT Reduction: 2/3 Inhibition 9/10 Inhibition at 8 h: 9/10 [144]

Sodium cromoglycate (inhaled)
20 mg q.i.d. 6 TDI P/C; 7 d + PT No effect No effect No effect at 8 h [169]

Slow-release theophylline
6.5 mg·kg-1 b.i.d. 6 TDI P/C; 7 d + PT Reduction Reduction No effect at 8 h [169]

Ketotifen
1 mg b.i.d. 6 TDI P/C; 7 d + PT No effect No effect No effect at 8 h [172]

Atropine
0.012 mg·kg-1 SC 10 TDI PT No effect No effect NT [173]

EAR: early asthmatic reaction; LAR: late asthmatic reaction; NSBHR: nonspecific bronchial hyperresponsiveness; TDI: toluene
diisocyanate; P/C: placebo controlled design; PT: pre-test administration of the drug; NT: not tested.



exposure to occupational agents and the development
of airflow limitation and/or NSBHR. These tests remain
the most reliable and straightforward method for estab-
lishing a diagnosis of OA, provided that a proper
methodology is used. SIC should be performed more
systematically in the clinical and medicolegal assess-
ment of OA, given the medical and socioeconomic con-
sequences of the condition. There is accumulating evidence
that SIC can be performed with minimal risk to the sub-
jects, provided that safety requirements and stringent
protocols of exposure are carefully observed. The method-
ology of SIC should be further improved to obtain a
more precise control of exposure to occupational agents.
Recently designed closed-circuit exposure devices make
it possible to produce steady concentrations of occupa-
tional agents. Such devices are likely to further increase
the safety and validity of the SIC and will contribute to
improve the standardization of these tests. SIC should
be made more accessible through the formation of spe-
cialized diagnostic centres using adequate challenge tech-
niques.

The use of specific inhalation challenge should be fur-
ther extended to the fields of epidemiology and pre-
vention of occupational asthma. Specific inhalation
challenge can be included in epidemiological surveys
and surveillance programmes as the final step towards
improving the identification of occupational asthma.
Preliminary data suggest that specific inhalation chal-
lenge could detect subjects with occupational asthma at
an early subclinical stage, although prospective studies
are required to determine the outcome of these subjects.
Specific inhalation challenge represents a useful proce-
dure to evaluate the effectiveness of preventive proce-
dures in subjects with occupational asthma. This approach
could be coupled with quantitative assessment of expo-
sure to determine the threshold dose of an agent that
induces asthmatic reactions in sensitized subjects. It
remains uncertain whether this threshold dose could be
used to establish permissible exposure limits in the
workplace.
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